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This thesis deals with the issues of Metamaterials especially Double Negative Ma-
terials (DNM) or Left-handed Materials (LHM). We focus on design, analysis and
synthesis of Metamaterials. In Chapter 1, a brief introduction of DNM and the
development history are given. DNM is a very new but hot topic, which has been
actively developed roughly since 1999. This is a purely artificial material, and up
to now many models have been brought up to realize the double negative materials.
The first and most important structure is the Split Ring Resonator (SRR). Up to
now many papers are still dealing with it, because 3-D isotropic DNM can be formed
by using it, and also it is relatively easier to fabricate. So in Chapter 2, we analyzed
the SRR structures theoretically (in Transmission Line Theory) and numerically
(MGS).
However, the high loss and narrow bandwidth are the problems we need to
solve for this SRR structure. Therefore, some transmission line models come up,
some of which show low loss and broad bandwidth properties. But almost all these
structures constrain to a 2-D isotropic characteristic, and it is very hard to extend
to 3-D isotropic structure. So many efforts and new designs are still needed in
this area. Then in Chapter 3, we present some designs based on Transmission Line
Theory and prove numerically in several ways.
Then you may ask: why we want to realize this material, and is there any
special application of it? In 1968 when the concept of LHM was firstly brought
up, no application was explored. In other words, it was brought up purely because
of the curiosity of some scientists. After a long time since then, nobody got into
this area till 1996 when Pendry presented a way to realize it. Then many potential
applications were found, Perfect Lens, small size resonators for instance. Thus in
Chapter 4, some applications of the DNM are explored, including cylindrical perfect
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The electric permittivity  and magnetic permeability µ are the fundamental electro-
magnetic parameters of a material, as they are the only parameters of a substance
that appear in Maxwell’s Equations
B = µH (1.1)
D = E (1.2)
In fact most substances in nature have positive real parts of  and µ. The only
exception is the plasmas (both gaseous plasmas and solid-state plasmas), which will
show negative  at the optical wave band. But there is no magnetic plasma, since
free magnetic charges are not available in nature. And of course, no material owns
both a negative permittivity and a negative permeability.
However, in 1964, V. G. Veselago theoretically investigated the properties of
substances with simultaneously negative value of  and µ [1]. And he called this
kind of material Left Hand Material (LHM). If we consider the lossless LHM, the
E, H, and k don’t obey the right-hand rule yet, but the left-hand rule. This can
be seen from Maxwell Equation:
∇×E = −∂B∂t (1.3)
∇×H = ∂D∂t (1.4)
For a plane electromagnetic wave propagating along the wave number k, whose
elements are all proportional to
ej(k·r−ωt), (1.5)
1
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Equ. (1.3) and (1.4) become:
k ×E = ωµH (1.6)
k ×H = −ωE. (1.7)
Then we can see that if
 < 0 (1.8)
µ < 0, (1.9)
E, H, and k form a left-hand set. Actually if we consider the loss and complex
constitutive relations of permeability and permittivity inside the medium, we now
call this material Double Negative Material (DNM). This name is more practical
and accurate, because in some certain complex material with negative µ and  the
k may not in the straight opposite direction of E ×H .
As we know for simple scalar cases,
k = ω√µ (1.10)
so in DNM k is still negative. The Poynting’s vector power density is defined as





So when  and µ are both negative, Poynting’s power vector is in the opposite
direction of k, and so is the group velocity. That’s why this DNM is still called
Backward Material.
Figure 1.1: (a)Doppler effect in a DPM (Double Positive Material); (b)Doppler
effect in DNM
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Due to its abnormal parameters, the DNM owns some abnormal phenomena.
First is the Doppler effect. The frequency that a detector receives is no longer













Here p is 1 when we consider a normal material , and p equals -1 when we consider
a DNM. u is the velocity of energy flux, and it’s always positive.
Figure 1.2: Passage of a ray through the boundary between two media. 1-incident
ray; 2-refracted ray if the second region is DNM; 3-refracted ray if the second medium
is filled with normal material (DPM)
Second is the refraction of a ray at the interface of a normal medium and a


















where the ray retracts in a different direction compared with that in a normal
material.
After the paper of V. G. Veselago was published, no further work was done until
1996 when J. B. Pendry, A. J. Holden, W. J. Stewart and I. Youngs brought up a
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series of metamaterial structures, which have the similar characteristic to plasmons
but in microwave band [2]. In other words, the artificial metamaterial has a nega-
tive  in microwave band on macroscopic view. This paper aroused a lot of people’s
interests, and the DNM research becomes a hot topic since then. Up to now, there
are five main areas that scientists are focusing on. As no natural material is Double
Negative material, so the first thing is how to design and synthesize the Double
Negative material. Still most DNMs are bi-anisotropic, therefore, how to charac-
terize the artificial models and extract the effective  and µ is the second area that
needs to be developed. The third area is concerning about the special characteristic
of DNM, and the applications based on DNM’s abnormal reaction to waves. The
fourth is numerical simulation methods, and the fifth is experimental fabrication of
DNMs. In the following sections we review these three areas respectively in sections
1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5.
1.1 The History of the “Atom” Structure of DNM
Till now all the artificial Double Negative materials’ negative  and µ are the effective
parameters of the substances, not in microscopic view in fact. So the man made
“atom” is still in millimeter’s scale. As we have mentioned, plasmas have a negative
permittivity in optical band, and this gives us some hints. The problem is how
to low down the frequency into microwave band. In 1996, J. B. Pendry together
with others put forward a metallic structure that has negative permittivity below
8.2 GHz. The periodic structure is composed of infinite wires arranged in a cubic
lattice, as shown in Fig. 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Periodic structure of metal lattice
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Then Pendry analyzed the structure in comparison with plasmas. In plasmas,







ω(ω + jγ) (1.17)
where neff is the effective density of electronmeff is the effective mass of an electron,
and γ is a damping term representing dissipation of the plasmon’s energy into the





Still we have to calculate meff before getting effective permittivity. Here the restor-
ing forces must be taken into account, which will work against self-inductance. How-











From classical mechanics, momentum of electrons in a magnetic field has an addi-
tional element: eA, therefore momentum per unit length of the wire is
pir2enA(r) = meffpir2nv. (1.21)





This is a reduction of plasma frequency as Pendry had promised. From (1.22) we
can see plasma frequency can be determined by the ratio of the wire spacing d to
the wire radius r. If the composite structure behaves like plasmon at microwave
frequencies, the requisite ratio of d/r is on the order of 300-1000, which is hard to
fabricate in fact.
However, it’s still not a Double Negative material, as we only have negative
permittivity but both negative permittivity and negative permeability. Therefore,
Pendry furthered his work and a great progress was made in 1999. A new structure
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Figure 1.4: SRR structure
consisting of Split Ring Resonators (SRRs) was highlighted by him [3]. The model
was shown in Fig. 1.4. The most important characteristic is that it presents a
negative permeability in microwave band.
The SRR structure can be analyzed using several approximate analytical meth-
ods. Pendry anglicized it by assuming that the current excited by an incident wave
is distributed proportionally on the surface, and it’s a line current, as presented in
Fig. 1.4. Detailed deduction is shown below. First from the format of Maxwell
equations, we can define a way to calculate the effective permeability as follows
Bave = µeffµ0Have (1.23)
Dave = eff 0Eave. (1.24)
Since magnetic flux density (B) appears in Maxwell equations always associated
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Now if we can obtain Bave and Have, the effective permeability comes out naturally.
We start with a plane TEM incident wave, and letH drill through the SRR structure.
When wavelength is much larger than the size of a periodic structure, it can be
analyzed using a quasi-static approach. We assume the incident wave’s magnetic
field strength is H0, and per unit line current is i. From the Ampere’s law we know
the field inside the SRR:
H = H0 − 2i+ 2Fi (1.28)
where the second term on the right-hand side denotes the field caused directly by
the current, and the third one is due to the result of the depolarizing fields with
source at the remote ends of the SRR cylinders. Let us now calculate the total
electromotive force (emf) around the circumference of half a circle as follows:
emf = jωpir2µ0[H0 − 2i+ 2Fi]− pirσi−
i
jωpirc (1.29)
where σ represents the resistance of the surface per unit area. The net emf equals
zero, therefore:
i = H0




Now we take an average of the H-field over a line lying outside the SRR
Have = H0 + 2Fi, (1.31)
and an average of the B-field over the entire unit cell
Bave = µ0H0. (1.32)









Compared with Pendry’s result [3] given below, (1.33) is very similar in form
µeff = 1−
F




In the paper, Pendry also gave us some other structures derived from the SRR that
can be seen in Fig. 1.5. In the end of his paper, he extended the SRR into three
dimensions as shown in Fig. 1.6.
To acquire a broader pass band, a new structure based on the SRR was derived
by D. R. Smith in 2000 [4]. The difference is that he included a cylinder into the
SRR structure. Fig. 1.7 shows the new structure.
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Figure 1.5: Multilayer SRR
Figure 1.6: 3-D structure of SRR
Then he derived the following expression for the composite medium:
k2 =

















The objective of including a cylinder is to engender the negative permittivity like
dilute and collisionless plasmas, while the SRR engenders the negative permeability.
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Figure 1.7: SRR and cylinder
In 2001, R. A. Shelby and D. R. Smith further developed this model, and ob-
tained experimental data, numerical simulations and analytical transfer-matrix cal-
culation to verify some of the DNM’s properties [5]. The refined structure is shown
in Fig. 1.8.
Figure 1.8: Square SRR structure
Through experimental data, they have seen that the negative permeability band
has been broadened to about 1 GHz while the SRR alone only has about 300 MHz.
Up to now, the structure which is shown in Fig. 1.9 is still used in experiment
and numerical simulation [5]. This structure is considered to be isotropic in a 2-D
plane.
A new 2-D isotropic design based on the SRR structure has the advantage of
easily realized by using planar technology [6]. But it’s experimental result shows
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Figure 1.9: 2-D structure of SRR
that it does not have a wide band (about 0.5 GHz). The design layout is shown in
Fig. 1.10
Figure 1.10: A 2-D bulk DNM
Discussed above is the development story of the SRR structures. Of course,
that is not the only model that owns both negative permeability and permittivity.
The other very good structure is the L-C transmission line model. S. A. Tretyakov
gave us his idea about how to fabricate wideband Double Negative material using a
circuit method [7]. The main idea is as follows: From SRR’s model we can get some
hints that in the realization of negative media resonant inclusions are needed. But
passive linear structures can’t be used to realize materials with real and negative
values of the permittivity and permeability, so active element inclusions are used.
In this method, it only requires an impedance inverter to realize negative-valued
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capacitance and inductance. This inverter shown in Fig. 1.11 is easy to realize
using the circuit theory. The disadvantage of this method is obvious that every
inclusion needs an electric source, which is not easy to realize if the inclusion’s size
is very small. Then in 2002, a new distributed L-C network structure came out [8].
The 2-D structure is available in Fig. 1.12. It is well known that dielectric properties
like permittivity and permeability can be modeled using distributed L-C networks.
So why don’t we think about this structure? We should first model the structure
Figure 1.11: Operational amplifier single-stage impedance inverter
Figure 1.12: Unit cell for 2-D distributed L-C network
shown in Fig. 1.13 using transmission line theory. The 2-D telegrapher’s equation
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∂vy















where β is the propagation constant. Now it’s appropriate to substitute the voltages
and currents into field components. By means of the definition of potential difference
we can map v − y to Ey, and by means of Ampere’s law ix to Hz and iz to −Hx.
Thus, (1.39), (1.40) and (1.41) correspond to the following field equations
∂Ey
∂x = −jωµsHz (1.44)
∂Ey





∂x = jωsEy. (1.46)
Then the effective material parameters become




jω = Y ⇒  = Yjω . (1.48)
This implies a medium where L equals µ, and C equals . The corresponding
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From what we can see if we impose a negative L and C, the medium will
become a DNM. The natural way is exchange the position of L and C, then we get
the following result
jωµ = Z = 1jωc ⇒ µ = −
1
ω2c (1.53)
jω = Y = 1jωL ⇒  = −
1
ω2L ; (1.54)
thus the corresponding propagation constant becomes
β = −
√





In the design process, Fig. 1.13 is a more practical model. Here L0 and C0
are the new loading elements. Lx and Cx are the distributed parameters of the
transmission line. Yoc is the result of taking the medium transverse effect into effect
for a 2-D situation. Yoc = −jZ0 cot(kd/2)− 1, k is the propagation constant in the
unloaded medium.
Figure 1.13: 1-D unit cell with the effect of transverse host medium represented as
a shunt capacitance Yoc
Using the transmission line theory, we have:








In fact the unit cell’s size d is an important parameter for this structure. If d
is small enough, this composite can be seen as a homogeneous medium, and the
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propagation constant, refractive index, permittivity and permeability are directly
determined too. Also many groups now are doing further research in this method.
Most recently, UCLA proposed a series of transmission line structures [9,10], as
shown in Fig. 1.14, Fig. 1.15 and Fig. 1.16. Here the structure in Fig. 1.16 is a
non resonant structure, which has a low loss but broad bandwidth property.
Figure 1.14: Left handed coupler realized with micro strip quasi-lumped elements
Figure 1.15: Layout of the unit cell of the structure shown in Fig. 1.14
Besides these two major methods some other ways will also been highlighted
here. Loop-wire medium was investigated in 1999 by D. R. Smith [11]. That struc-
ture (shown in Fig. 1.17) behaves like plasmon, which only has a negative permit-
tivity. Its advantage over the structure in Fig. 1.3 is that it doesn’t need very thin
wire and so it’s easier to fabricate and simulate.
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Figure 1.16: Unit structure and the array structure of the planar double negative
material
The multi-layer material [12] supports electromagnetic waves with group velocity
anti-parallel to the phase velocity, although it’s not a Double Negative material. The
material can be constructed in this way: we construct a n layered alternating types
medium. One has positive permittivity but negative permeability, the other layer
has negative permittivity but positive permeability. As we know, there are only
evanescent waves in these kinds of media, but in fact the connective layers can
transmit energy flowing anti-parallel to the phase velocity.
Metallic magnetic granular composite is only theoretically investigated [13]. The
idea is based on the fact that on the one hand, the permittivity of metallic particles
is automatically negative at frequency less than the plasma frequency; and on the
other hand, the effective permeability of ferromagnetic materials for electromagnetic
waves propagating in some particular direction and polarization can be negative at
frequency in the vicinity of ferromagnetic resonance frequency, which is usually in
the region of microwaves. By incorporating metallic magnetic nanoparticles into an
appropriate insulating matrix and controlling the directions of the magnetization
of metallic magnetic components and their volume fraction, it may be possible to
get a low loss Double Negative material. If the grain size is much smaller than the
wavelength, this composite can be treated as homogeneous material. In that paper,
the authors only demonstrated this method by numerical simulation.
Another photonic structure has two aspects. The first one utilizes the band
folding effect to gain a negative group velocity [14]. The second one is brought up
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Figure 1.17: Loop wire structure
very recently by Gennady Shvets [15]. He used a photonic structure consisting of
two dielectric materials, and one is positive permittivity the other is negative. This
structure can support electromagnetic surface waves. In fact it’s using waveguide
to mimic the negative permeability. The structure is shown in Fig. 1.18. Still a
specific material-Sic is suggested.
Figure 1.18: Triangular lattice photonic waveguide
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1.2 Analytical Approaches of Double Negative Ma-
terial
As we have mentioned above Double Negative material is bi-anisotropic in fact. So
in most cases we need to analyze it by some kinds of approximations, especially for
the SRR structure. In [3] Pendry assumed that the surface current is proportional
and can be seen as a line current, effective permittivity and permeability are real
and defined in a way we have mentioned in (1.23) and (1.24), and the capacity is
still an approximate one.
If we consider the SRR as not only a magnetic dipole but also an electric di-
pole, then permittivity and permeability are bianisotropic. Using the quasi static
approximation magnetic field in the cylinder is the same as incident field, and this
condition can be used to calculate the surface current [16]. The authors still brought
forward an improvement on the base of SRR to avoid bianisotropic, as shown in Fig.
1.19.
Figure 1.19: Refined SRR structure removing effects of electric dipoles
Starting with
D = 0E + P (1.58)







and in this way wire losses are considered.
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Recently, individual and coupled SRRs’ electromagnetic resonances are studied
in experimental and numerical ways [18, 19]. By using the Quasi-Static Lorentz
Theory, and after the dipole approximation made, Ishimaru and his group extracted
the effective µ and  of the SRR structures. Also this code is applicable to sepa-
rated inclusions, whose size is much smaller compared to the distance between two
inclusions.
The definitions of effective permittivity and permeability are not unique too.
Three methods about this come out and were compared in [20]. By analyzing the
transmission and reflection coefficients, which are calculated from transfer matrix
simulation, we can also determine effective permittivity and permeability [21]. A
theory taking the effects of retardation is derived in [22]. But in [22] the authors as-
sumed that the Double Negative material was put in a resonator where only standing
wave existed.
1.3 Double Negative Material’s Special Charac-
teristic and Phenomena
When the SRR structure was just came out, scientists become interested to in-
vestigate its properties. The first is the electromagnetic scattering properties. The
geometry of sphere irradiated by plane waves was first considered by R. Ruppin [23].
By numerical method he found that the sphere made of DNM is transparent to the
incident wave except for intrinsic absorption, and no surface mode exists. Still





we still can’t determine refraction index’s sign for Double Negative material. There-
fore Smith gave us an answer that n should be still negative from energy’s point
of view [25]. Although, it was challenged by A.L. Pokrovsky, A.L. Efros [26], later
experiments’ result demonstrated that n should be negative for DNM. After that,
a most disputed characteristic of DNM is brought forward by Pendry. In his paper
he asserted that Double Negative material makes a perfect lens [27]. The physical
optics model is shown in Fig. 1.20.
The main point is whether the evanescent wave can be amplified in amplitude
without breaking the conservation of energy, when it propagates through a Double
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Figure 1.20: One layer perfect len
Negative material with both of its dielectric and magnetic parameters equaling to





where d is the depth of the Double Negative material. Immediately John Michael
Williams refuted this opinion with three questions [28]. The main question is the
sign of n and the way to say that evanescent wave don’t transport energy. Still
he said Pendry didn’t consider the situation if n is a complex quantity or a tensor.
Later it was challenged again by N . Garcia and M. Nieto-Vesperinas [29]. By
means of an analysis on evanescent waves in Double Negative materials, they show
that there is amplification of evanescent waves in ideal lossless, dispersiveless media;
and also this is limited to a finite width of the slab. They further showed that the
effect of absorption may drastically change an evanescent amplifying into a decaying
one. In other words, solutions proposed in [27] imply an infinite energy density and
are therefore inadmissible. Also another paper refuted perfect lens was written by
Akhlesh Lakhtakia [30]. He formulated the canonical equation, and the solution
showed that perfect lens is as unrealizable as nihility.
Then Pendry has known that the perfect lens needs perfect Double Negative
material, so he tried to make the so called super lens. Therefore in [31] [32] [33],
a multilayered stack was developed, which is much more robust to the absorption
effect. This structure was calculated in [34], and dipicted in Fig. 1.21. Later
the asymmetric lossy super lens–a slab of a medium with negative refractive index
bounded by media of different positive refractive index was learned to also amplify
evanescent waves and can act as a near-perfect lens [35]. Most recently, he gave
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recipes for a series of two dimensional lenses derived by conformal transformations
of the original slab lens.
Figure 1.21: Multilayer lens where the grey layers are made of DNM and the white
layers are made of normal material
Also, some general electromagnetic properties are learned. First, the energy
density associated with an electromagnetic wave passing through a medium is de-













(ω) = 1 + χe = 1 +
ω2p
ω2r − ω2 − jΓeω
(1.63)
µ(ω) = 1 + χm = 1−
Fω20
ω2 − ω20 + jΓhω
. (1.64)
Herein ωr is the resonance frequency of the electric dipole oscillators, Γe denotes
the damping frequency, ωp represents a measure of the strength of the interaction
between the oscillators and the electric field, ω0 stands for the resonance frequency
of the magnetic dipole oscillators, Γh is the damping frequency, and F identifies a
measure of the strength of the interaction between the oscillators and the magnetic














































where p equals 1 for normal material, and -1 for Double Negative material.
Secondly, wave reflects and refracts on the interface between a normal material
and a Double Negative material was studied [37], but the Double Negative material
is lossless and isotropic. In [37] the authors got the result as expected, regardless
of energy density’s direction or phase velocity’s direction. The situation for uniax-
ially anisotropic Double Negative material was studied later [38]. It is found that
the characteristics of electromagnetic wave propagation in uniaxially anisotropic
Double Negative media are significantly different from that in isotropic Double Neg-
ative media. And if the elements of permittivity and permeability tensors are not
equal to the electric field E and magnetic field H and wave vector k cannot form a
strictly Left-handed triplet of vectors and the directions of energy flow cannot be in
the exactly opposite directions of wave vectors for both E- and H-polarized plane
waves, except that the wave propagation is in the direction of the optical axis. Also,
the authors have discussed in detail under what conditions anomalous reflection
and anomalous refraction shall occur at the interface between one isotropic regu-
lar medium and another uniaxially anisotropic medium and under what conditions
anomalous transmission will occur when an evanescent wave is transmitted through
a slab of uniaxially anisotropic Double Negative medium.
Thirdly, it’s still found that coupling phenomenon between left-handed trans-
mission lines are abnormal [39]. A left-handed forward coupler in the form of an
ideal lumped-element ladder network is presented and is shown to exhibit strong for-
ward coupling that increases with decreasing of frequency. Then it is demonstrated
that left-handed coupler requires a shorter coupling length in comparison with the
conventional right-handed coupled-line forward couplers, so it’s another application
of left-handed material.
Utilizing Double Negative material’s phase compensating characteristic, Nader
Engheta highlighted that by combining such a slab with another slab made of a
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conventional dielectric material one can, in principle, have a 1-D cavity resonator
whose dispersion relation may not depend on the sum of thicknesses of the interior
materials filling this cavity, but instead it depends on the ratio of these thicknesses
[40]. Therefore, a cavity resonator whose thickness can be far less than half a
wavelength is realizable in concept. Another application is found in photonic band
gap (PBG) structures [41]. Put one layer of DNM beside one layer of normal material
to form a period structure, and the band gap can be “dramatically” widened due to
DNM’s phase compensating characteristics.
1.4 Numerical Methods
ONYX program derived in [42] can be used to characterize the photonic structure,
causal Green’s function and transmission and reflection coefficients by using non-
orthogonal FDTD method. In [43] the authors analyzed the structure as shown
in Fig. 8, and compared their calculated results with experimental data. They
used commercial code MICROWAVE STUDIO, which is based on the finite integral
method, to calculate a single SRR unit and DESIGN STUDIO to combine them
into an array system. A full wave method using finite element method is presented
in [44]. The authors analyzed rectangular waveguide structures loaded by a DNM,
and fundamental electromagnetic properties were reviewed and verified: the negative
phase velocity, positive intrinsic impedance, and modified boundary conditions at an
interface with a right-handed medium. In addition, the negative angle of refraction
is demonstrated by loading the junction of a T-junction waveguide with a DNM
having one edge at 45◦ with respect to the waveguide axis. The configuration is
shown in Fig. 1.22.
A numerical study by using an improved transfer matrix’s method is presented
in [45] [46] [47]. The main change is the faster normalization of the transmitted
waves in the calculation of the transmission coefficient through the structure. The
structure in Fig. 1.23 was studied. They also studied the dependence of the reso-
nance frequency of the array of SRRs on the ring thickness, inner diameter, radial
and azimuthally gaps, as well as on the electrical permittivity of the board and the
embedding medium, where the SRR resides. Qualitatively a good agreement with
previously published analytical results was obtained. In [47] transmission losses are
studied, and they claimed that:“ left-handed structures can have very good transmis-
sion properties, in spite of the expectable dispersion of their effective permeability
and refraction index. The large permittivity of the metallic components improves
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Figure 1.22: Waveguide used in experiment
the transmission. High losses, observed in recent experiments, could be explained
by the absorption of the dielectric board.”
Figure 1.23: Square-shaped SRR and cylindrical rod of square cross section
1.5 Experimental Results
As the characterization and design of DNM is a totally a new subject and hasn’t
been applied in use, it is still under suspecting by some scientist. In [48], the authors
argued that although the phase velocity refracts negatively the group front still
refracts positively on the interface between normal and Double Negative materials.
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He said if the group front refracts negatively, then energy will travel a distance in
zero time. Therefore, negative refraction is not the properties of DNM. Another two
papers concerning with loss [49] [50] claimed that:“ recent claims of experimental
verification of a negative index of refraction in metallic metamaterials, left-handed
microwave frequencies, are questionable.” The authors thought that the losses of
metamaterial are very high. In other words, the imaginary part is the dominant part
of permittivity, and then there is no distinct between right and left hand materials,
because the material is very inhomogeneous. Very soon the third one came out
[51]. The authors announced that both materials with negative permittivity and
permeability can be made, but if you put them together no wave can propagate in
it at any frequency.
Therefore, to fabricate the DNM which exhibits the left handed behaviors is also
very important now. Besides the experiments done as mentioned above, many other
experiments have been done. By using a Gaussian beam refracted from grounded
slab made of DNM, J. A. Kong and his group calculated the field inside and outside
the slab [52] [53]. They also observed a dramatic negative shift in experiment. Then
in another paper [54] they considered two types of signal spectra. The first consists of
two discrete frequencies, and the other is still a Gaussian beam. This time Poynting
vector and power flux vector are calculated; and they also obtained the results as
predicted. D. R. Smith and J. B. Pendry etc. also got almost the same result [54]
as in [55].
In our first section, we have utilized the transmission line method. This method
was also demonstrated in [56]. This structure was demonstrated to have some ad-
vantages. Firstly it has a larger bandwidth. Secondly, it’s easier for us to analyze.
Thirdly, it is more compact, so it has good qualities for integration.
1.6 Future Works We Can Do
We can see from above discussion that DNM research is still a young but fast growing
baby. Since it is still in some primary research stage, and no commercial product
of the materials is available, although some groups have used it in antenna and
microwave circuit design. Therefore, the main topics attracting interests recently in
this area are listed as follows.
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1.6.1 Areas of Design:
Based on the existing structures, to improve the performance of DNM is necessary
and it includes broadening bandwidth and decreasing losses. a potential technique
that some researchers are focusing on is to make the SRR structures in nano-scale.
For the L-C transmission line structure, we can improve its performance by similar
technique methods.
It is also good to design some new structures by inspirations from other fields.
The main point is to make it near-ideal, since most useful anticipated applications
are based on that. “Ideal” means the material is isotropic, lossless and homogeneous,
also with broad DNM frequency bandwidth.
1.6.2 Areas of Analysis:
It is necessary to analyze DNM’s various characteristic (energy, polarization, etc.)
theoretically by assuming that we can have the ideal DNM, which is isotropic, ho-
mogeneous, and lossless.
It is also necessary to analyze the metamaterials more practically, and by taking
loss, bi-anisotropic or at least anisotropic into account.
1.6.3 Areas of Numerical Simulation:
It is useful to develop numerical methods for demonstrating the properties of DNM,
and validate our theoretically designed results.
It would be good to develop more effective, accurate and specific codes to extract
the µ and  and even ζ and ξ.
Chapter 2
Analysis of the Traditional SRR
Structures
2.1 Propagation Property Analysis of Metama-
terial Constructed by Conductive SRRs and
Wires Using the MGS-based Algorithm
In this chapter an efficient numerical algorithm based on the modified Gram-Schmidt
(MGS) procedure is developed to solve the electrical field integral equation (EFIE),
which is formulated to analyze metamaterials [57]. The integral equation is solved
using the method of moments (MoM) with roof-top basis functions. The MGS-based
algorithm is utilized to decompose the densely local MoM matrix, without a prior
knowledge of the matrix itself. Due to the facts of the electrically small size but large
number of unknowns for metamaterials, this algorithm is shown to be an efficient
and accurate computation using a matrix equation solver in the MoM. Numerical
results of number N of unknowns show that CPU time per iteration and memory
requirements are both reduced to O(N1.5). By using this algorithm, propagation
characteristics are finally presented when electromagnetic waves pass through the
wedge-shaped metamaterials in the free space, which are synthesized in terms of
square SRRs and wires.
26
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2.1.1 Formulations
For a perfectly conducting object illuminated by a plane wave Ei, by enforcing the
boundary condition of the tangential electric field on its surface, the electric field








g(r, r′)ds′ = −4piikη0
t̂ ·Ei (r) (2.1)
in which J is the induced current density, t̂ denotes the unit tangential vectors of the
surface s, η0 stands for the wave impedance in the free space, g (r, r′) = e−ik|r−r
′|/ |
r− r′ | represents the free-space scalar Green’s function, and k = 2pi/λ denotes the
propagation constant.
The MoM technique is used to solve the equation. The unknown currents J are




anjn (r′) . (2.2)
Then, proper test functions tm are applied to yield an algebraic matrix equation
Aa = b, (2.3)
in which A is an N × Nmatrix, a and b are column vectors of length N , and the
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g (r, r′) (2.4)






dstm (r) ·Ei (r) . (2.5)
The impedance matrix A demands a storage of O(N2). The linear system in
Eq. (2.3) can be solved by a direct or iterative method. A direct solver requires
O(N3) computational cost and an iterative solver requires O(N2) per iteration.
Once the number of unknowns becomes large, these requirements will cause a big
trouble in the efficiency and memory. To resolve this problem, an algorithm based
on the modified Gram-Schdimt procedure is presented in this thesis.
First, we divide the basis functions into G groups. The number of basis functions
in each group is at most g. The principle is: firstly divide the current evenly, then
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optimize the the current in each group to minimize the distance from the center of
each group to the current. Note that the basis functions are formed based on the
adjacent two units, and along the boundary of each group the basis functions is not
equal to zero. By evaluating the interactions between two groups numbered by i and
j using Eq. (2.4), the corresponding local matrix Zijm×n can be attained, in which m
and n are the numbers of basis functions in groups i and j, respectively. The object
of this algorithm is to factorize matrix Z as follows:
Zijm×n ≈ Qijm×r ·Rijr×n (2.6)
where matrix Qijm×r is constructed by the most linearly independent orthonormal
colum vectors, which span the column space of Zijm×n within a prescribed tolerance
, and matrix Rijr×n is the expansion coefficients, which are the corresponding matrix
Z with respect to the column vectors of matrix Q when constructing Q. To find an
orthonormal sets which compose matrix Q, the modified Gram-Schdimt procedure
is applied in an iterative scheme. Conveniently, matrix Z can be rewritten by a
series of column vectors.
Zijm×n = [ v1 · · · vn ] (2.7)
where vp(p = 1, · · · , n) is the m-dimensional column vector. In the MGS-based
algorithm, we mark Zijm×n with Zij,1m×n and referred as Z1 below.
In the present algorithm, we choose | Zr+1 |/| Z1 | as the criterion, in which Zr+1
denotes the (r+1)th orthonormalized matrix. If | Zr+1 | / | Z1 | is less than a spec-
ified tolerance , then the MGS orthonormal operation stops. Moreover, according
to the procedure of MGS orthonormality, an orthonormal basis uˆr must be found
to make module of the orthonormalized matrix | Zr+1 | smallest, which insures the
efficient matrix compression. The module of the orthonormalized matrix | Zr+1 |
can be given by












i − (vri · uˆ∗r) (v
r,∗
i · uˆr)] (2.8)
in which, uˆr is the unit vector of an orthonormal basis ur, ⊗ denotes the MGS or-
thonormality to every column vector in matrix Zr based on uˆr, and the superscript
∗ denotes complex conjugate. In order to make the module smallest, an orthonor-
mal basis is needed to make the term of
n∑
i=1
(vri · uˆ∗r) (v
r,∗
i · uˆr) in Eq. (2.8) as big as
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possible. If we make use of this term to seek for the basis directly, an linear equation
is requested to be solved, which will lead to O(N2) operation. Hence, we simplify
this term to u∗r ·
n∑
i=1
| vri | vri to constructe an orthonormal basis. In this paper, we
present an circulatory operation to seek for this orthonormal basis. The procedure
of this algorithm is described as the following.
1. Grouping: Divide the discretized currents into groups of size g =
√
N at
most, in which N is the number of current basis functions.
Let Z1 = [ v11 · · · v1n ] = [ v1 · · · vn ].
Choose a tolerance .
For r = 1, · · ·
2. Constructing an orthonormal basis by an circulatory scheme
Initialization:
Let
Si = 1, ur =
n∑
i=1
Si | vri | vri , flag = 1.
Construction:
While flag = 1,
Begin:
Let flag = 0,
For i = 1, · · · , n
Begin:
u′1 = ur − (Si − 1) | vri | vri ;
u′2 = ur − (Si + 1) | vri | vri ;
If | u′1 |≥| u′2 |
If Si 6= 1 let Si = 1, ur = u′1, and flag = 1;
Else
If Si 6= −1 let Si = −1, ur = u′2, and flag = 1.
End.
End.






An orthonormal basis uˆr is found.
3. Producing the matrices Q and R
Perform the modified Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure to Zr based on
the vector uˆr, while a expansion coefficient row vector wr can be obtained.
Zr+1 = Zr ⊗ uˆr
If | Zr+1 |/| Z1 | ≤ , then end this procedure; else continue doing step 2 and 3.
Finally, the matrix Qijm×r and Rijr×n can be given by
Qijm×r = [ u1 · · · ur ] (2.9)
and
Rijr×n = [ w1 · · · wr ]T (2.10)
If the size of the orthonormal basis r is less than n/2, then Zijm×n is stored as two
matrices Qijm×r and Rijr×n, else simply as a dense matrix. Thus, in the iterative
solver of Eq. (2.3), Qijm×r and Rijr×n replace the local matrix Zijm×n to reduce the
computational complexity and save the memory. The computational cost of every
local matrix is r (m + n), and same to the required memory. Supposing the aver-
age number of basis functions in each group g =
√
N , the computational resource
requirements are both O(
√
N). For all of the local matrices-vector multiplication,
the computational complexity and meomory requirement are both O(N1.5).
2.1.2 Numerical Results
In this section, several examples are provided to validate the accuracy and effi-
ciency of this algorithm. The roof-top basis function defined on two adjacent cells
is employed in the MoM. The numerical results are iteratively evaluated by the bi-
conjugate gradient (BCG) method. The tolerance of  = 0.008 in the MGS-based
algorithm is chosen.
First, we consider a conducting sphere with ka = 4.7. The object is discretize
into ten patches. The number of unknowns is 2112, which are divided into 46
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groups. The E-plane bistatic RCSs as a function of θ obtained using the MGS-
based algorithm (we refer this approach to as “MGSA” below) and the Mie series,
respectively are shown in Fig. 2.1. An excellent agreement is observed, which shows
the accuracy of the present algorithm.
Figure 2.1: Bistatic RCS versus θ for a conducting sphere with ka = 4.7.
To show the efficiency of the present algorithm to the metamaterial structure,
we put a inclusion synthesized by a square SRR and a wire in a cubic. The geometry
and dimensions of this inclusion are shown in Fig. 2.2, and here the thickness of the
SRR and wire are not considered. The space distances of the inclusions, denoted
respectively by dx, dy, and dz in the x, y and z− directions, are all 3.3 mm. Five
samples are considered. The numbers of the inclusions of these samples in these
three directions are the same and set as 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10, which correspond to
2850, 4932, 7840, 11712 and 22900 unknowns respectively. The CPU time and
memory requirements, requested by the conventional MoM and the MGSA, for these
examples are presented in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. The lines of O(N1.5) as a CPU time
and memory cost are also provided for the reference, in which N is the number of
unknowns. As we expect, the computational cost of the MGSA is indeed O(N1.5).
Whereas, the MoM takes larger memory and longer CPU time to compute the
solution. Especially, the comparison enhances our conclusion when the number
of unknowns becomes larger. The rank map for the metamaterial sample with
unknowns 11712 is also presented in Fig. 2.5 to show the efficient compression to
every local matrix.











(a) Front view (b) Top view
Figure 2.2: Geometry of a single inclusion composed by a square SRR and wire.
L1 = 3.3 mm, L2 = 2.63 mm, w = 0.25 mm, d = 0.3 mm, g = 0.46 mm, t = 0.254
mm.
Next, we employ this algorithm to analyze the propagation characteristics of
electromagnetic wave in the metamaterial sample, which is placed in the free space.
A wedge-shaped metamaterial sample or prism synthesized by the inclusions shown
in Fig. 2.2 is considered and depicted in Fig. 2.6, and note our sample only have one
layer in the z direction. Total number of the inclusions is 234. The numbers of the
inclusions in the shortest side and the longest side are 3 and 15, respectively. The
angle θw of this wedge is about 63.43◦. In this case, the incident angle on the bevel
edge, θi is 25.64◦. Firstly, the scattering cross section (SCS) of a single inclusion is
evaluated to find the resonant frequency, which is shown in Fig. 2.7. It can be found
the resonant frequency is about 16.25 GHz.
In order to decrease the influence of the edge of this sample, we set a a beamed
plane wave as the incidence, which is displayed as the shadow part in Fig. 2.6 and
just illuminates normally on the first layer. Due to exitance of a small passband
near the resonant frequency of the inclusion [58], we calculate the field distribution
in a frequency range f = 15.2 ∼ 17.0 GHz with a step of 0.1 GHz. This structure
has 5148 unknowns and 72 groups. The MGSA needs 119.5 MB of memory and
takes 0.13 second per iteration. Fig. 2.8(a) depicts the amplitude of electric field
component Ez(r) versus the frequency, in which Ez is obtained at a 100λ distance
of the wedge. We can observe a special phenomena around 16.2 GHz. At this
frequency, the electric field refracted by the metamaterial wedge peaks at a negative
refractive angle. To obtain more details, we also evaluate the field distribution in
the frequency range of f = 16.1 ∼ 16.3 GHz with a step of 0.01 GHz, which is shown
in Fig. 2.8(b). As can be seen, the negative refraction occurred at around f = 16.21
GHz, which is near the resonance of the inclusion. In Fig. 2.9, we plot the amplitude
of electric field component Ez(r) at f = 16.21 GHz. From this figure, the refractive
angle θn is found to be about −5.36◦ and the corresponding refractive index n is
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Figure 2.3: CPU time per iteration in the MGS-based algorithm and the conven-
tional MoM, respectively.
Figure 2.4: Memory requirements of the MGS-based algorithm and the conventional
MoM, respectively.

















Figure 2.6: Top view of metamaterial prism.
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Figure 2.7: Scattering cross section (SCS) versus frequency for a single inclusion.
−0.2159. The time-harmonic field Ez(r, t) at 16.21 GHz is shown in Fig. 2.10, in
which the phase angle ωt = 100◦.
2.1.3 Discussion
From the macro-scopic view, the metamaterial sample we analyze in this paper is an
one-dimensional left-hand medium. It posses negative permittivity and permeability
simultaneously in a certain frequency range near the resonance of the inclusion [59].

















In this section, we analyze this structure in the kDB system [60]. The consti-
tutive relations in this system can be expressed as
Ek = κ¯k ·Dk + χ¯k ·Bk (2.12a)
Hk = ν¯k ·Bk + γ¯k ·Dk (2.12b)
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Figure 2.8: Electric field component Ez(r, f) distribution for the wedge-shaped
metamaterial sample.
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Figure 2.9: Electric field component Ez(r) distribution for the wedge-shaped meta-
material sample at f = 16.21 GHz.

























Figure 2.10: Electric field component Ez(r, t) distribution for the wedge-shaped
metamaterial sample at f = 16.21 GHz.
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 = 0 (2.14)
where u = ω/kr and the propagation constant k = kr
√µ00. Eq. (2.14) must be
satisfied when waves is in the media. That is
Case 1 , D1 6= 0 and D2 = 0, u2 = ν22 = 1; (2.15a)
















Case 3 requires z = sin2 φ + 1/µy cos2 φ, which is not easy to realize, so we do not
consider it here. The field components of Case 1 and Case 2 can be expressed as
Case 1:
Dk = D1eˆ1, (2.16a)
Bk = uD1eˆ2, (2.16b)
Ek = D1eˆ1, (2.16c)
Hk = uD1eˆ2; (2.16d)
Case 2:
Dk = D2eˆ2, (2.17a)
Bk = −
u











sin2 φ+ 1/µy cos2 φ
D2eˆ3; (2.17d)
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where eˆ1, eˆ2 and eˆ3 are the three unit vector of the kDB-system, and D1,2,3 are the
projections of the field in the three directions. At θ = 90◦, eˆ2 = zˆ.
In our model, the polarization of the incident electric field is in parallel with the
z-axis. Then, Case 1 is not applicable. Wave propagates in a manner of Case 2. As
shown in Fig. 2.6, the propagation vector k is preset along the x-axis. However,
due to the edge or tip effect and diffraction of the inclusions, we can find from Fig.
2.10 that wave inside the metamaterial sample does not actually propagate along
the x-axis but has an angle of φ with the x-axis. Which means φ 6= 0, that is why
we remain the φ component in the above deduction. When φ 6= 0, the wave is
an extraordinary wave whose Poynting’s vector is not in the direction parallel to
k = ke¯3. In addition, the effective permittivity  and permeability µ of the SRR-
constructed artificial material have a very large imaginary part each [59], which is
occurred in the same frequency range with the large real part. As a result, the
extraordinary wave is drastically attenuated after its transmission [60] and also it
causes only small refractive angle to be observed. However, if the metamaterials are
two-dimensionally isotropic, the extraordinary wave will not exist no matter how
the propagation vector is diffracted in the x-y plane.
2.1.4 Conclusion
In this section, a combining technique of the MGS-based matrix compression and an
iterative solver are presented to accelerate the integral equation solution procedure.
The CPU time per iteration and memory requirements are both O(N1.5). Unlike
the multi pole method which shows a high efficiency for an electrically large-scaled
object, the present algorithm is independent of the electrical size and the integral
kernels. Thereby, it is especially suitable to analyze the metamaterials, which usually
have large unknowns but electrically small size. Several cube-shaped metamater-
ial samples with different unknowns are analyzed to demonstrate the efficiency of
this algorithm. Moreover, a wedge-shaped metamaterial sample is synthesized to
analyze propagation properties of an electromagnetic wave. The negative refraction
phenomena is observed. Finally, the detailed explanation is made to this artificial
medium structure.
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2.2 Extraction of Constitutive Relation Tensor Pa-
rameters of SRR Structures Using Transmis-
sion Line Theory
In the previous section, we analyzed the SRR arrays numerically, and the negative
refraction phenomena is observed. Then we assume the SRR structure’s constitutive
relation in a traditional way to explain the high energy loss. But the traditional
constitutive relations can not explain the high energy loss even when we fabricate (in
simulation) the SRR structures with perfect conductors. Therefore in this section,
the transmission line theory is utilized to characterize the metamaterials compris-
ing of microscopic elements of a periodic array in terms of the traditional split-ring
resonators (SRRs) [61]. The bianisotropic property of the metamaterials is char-
acterized in a new way different from the existing wave methods. As evident from
both simulations and experiments [5], the SRR array structure is found to be quite
lossy even though it is made of very good conductor or even perfect conductor as
in simulation. With the present characterization, we are able to physically explain
very well on how or why the energy gets lost in this structure. Finally, our the-
oretical result is compared with numerical simulation data obtained based on the
Quasi-Static Lorentz theory to further validate our analysis.
2.2.1 Transmission Line Model for SRR
In this section, a periodic array of SRRs is considered, which can behave as an
effective material when the wavelength is much longer than the inclusion dimensions

















where  and µ represent the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability tensors,
while ξ and ζ denote the magnetoelectric cross coupling tensors, respectively.
Due to its periodicity, our analysis begins with a single SRR shown in Fig. 2.11,
which does not include the metallic cylinder. In order to obtain magnetic response,
we consider the polarization of the incident magnetic field H i penetrating through







Figure 2.11: Geometry of a single circle SRR.
this SRR, that is, along the y-axis in the present case. The propagation direction
k0 and the polarization of the incident electric field Ei are in the xoz-plane.
Taking into account the currents and charges on the surface of two split rings,
we can obtain its equivalent circuit model by transmission line theory shown in Fig.
2.12. The magnetic response and conductor loss of the outer split ring are denoted
as L1Ax and R; while C1Ax and Cp account for the capacitance at the splits of the
outer and inner rings, respectively. The top Cc represents the capacitance between
the upper half of the outer split ring and the upper half of the inner ring; the bottom
Cc represents the capacitance between the lower half of the outer split ring and the
lower half of the inner ring. Due to the symmetry of the structure they should be
the same in value, so we use only one notation Cc to define them. As seen from Fig.
2.12, we use two inductances: Lp1 and Lp2 and two resistances: r1 and r2 to model
the magnetic response and conductor loss of the inner ring. That is because the
induced currents can flow from the upper half of the outer split ring to the upper
half of the inner split ring through the top Cc, and also from the lower half of the
inner split ring to the lower half of the outer ring through the lower Cc.
If we include the metallic cylinders into the structure, it seems that we have
additionally introduced a shunt impedance to Lp1 , Lp2 and Cc branch. The values of
Lp1 , Lp2 and Cc may change, but the analytical model and method do not change.
That’s why SRR structures can present both negative permittivity and negative
permeability.
By using the transmission line theory, the telegrapher equations for the trans-
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Figure 2.12: Equivalent circuit model of circular SRR shown in Fig. 2.11.
mission line segment shown in Fig. 2.12 can be formulated as





2/jωCc + r2 + jωLp2
)
V, (2.19b)
in which I2 satisfies by the following equations
dI11 =
1/jωC1Ax








+ I1jωM − dI11jωLp2 = 0. (2.20b)
After inverting Eqs. (2.20a) and (2.20b) to find I2 as functions of I1 and V , we
substitute I2 into Eqs. (2.19a) and (2.19b). Thus the telegrapher equations can be
rewritten as










1− ω2p/ω2 − jr2/ωLp2
) × V(








2C1Ax/Cc − ω2/ω2p2c + jωC1Axr2
)
, (2.22)
where Lp = Lp1 + Lp2, rp = r1 + r2 for the case of SRRs without rods, dI =
dI11 + dI12, ωp = 1/
√
LpCp, ωp2c = 1/
√
Lp2Cc, k2 = M2/LpL1Ax and M is the
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mutual inductance between the inner split ring and the outer one. In other words,
it is the mutual inductance between L1Ax and Lp.
Thereby based on the correspondence between Telegrapher equations andMaxwell




















1− ω2p/ω2 − jr2/ωLp2
) × 1(
1− 2ω2p2c/ω2 − jrp/ωLp
) , (2.23c)
ξeff =0. (2.23d)
Here we notice that a single SRR can produce negative permittivity, and this con-
clusion agrees with that by another approach [19] as to be shown in the later section.
According to the polarization directions of Ei and H i, the dyadic expression of
constitutive parameters for 1-D metamaterial constructed by this SRR and metallic






























































It has been shown that for a lossless medium, the time average of the divergence
of Poynting’s vector < ∇ · S > must vanish for all possible E and H [60]. Here,
























Then the lossless conditions are obtained
 = †, (2.27a)
µ = µ†, (2.27b)
ξ = ζ†, (2.27c)
where † denotes transpose and complex conjugate.
For a periodic SRR array, it is obvious that the energy loss includes two parts.
One part comes from imaginary parts of µ and , which are associated with con-
ductor resistance loss. The other one is contributed by the magnetoelectric cross
coupling, that is, ξ and ζ. Here the loss is actually because of the coupling between
E and H as shown in Equ. (2.26), in other words the energy is lost in the wave
propagation process. In circuit theory, this can be denoted as a radiation resistance.
It is reasonable to explain a phenomenon that metamaterials synthesized by the
SRR structures exhibit large loss, even though the split rings are made of very good
conductors [62].
From our analysis, one way to minimize the radiation loss is to make the mag-
netoelectric cross coupling effect weaken or diminish, that is, to make the ξ and ζ
vanish. As shown in Equ.(2.23c), if we can set Cc = 0, then ω2p2c =∞, which means
ζ → 0.
2.2.2 Validation and Discussion
So far, we have demonstrated how to obtain the constitutive relations of an artificial
material constructed by SRRs. This is an alternative approach as compared to the
existing one [19]. To demonstrate the validity of these formulas, we consider a peri-
odic SRR array. The geometry and dimensions are taken from [19] and reproduced in
Fig. 2.11. Then we synthesized them into a homogeneous dielectric material whose
r = 4.5. The dimensions of the single SRR are d = 0.8 mm, g = 0.2 mm, and
r = 1.5 mm. Here, we assume the SRR to be made of thin perfect conductors. In
this case, the values of the corresponding capacitances and inductances in the model
can be estimated by a quasi-static approach and by using the conformal mapping
theory. In our case, we estimate them approximately by using the microstrip line
theory.




Figure 2.13: Geometry of two thin coplaner strips each with a capacitance per unit
length.
An approximate expression for the coupling capacitor between two vertical strip










1− g2 sin2 φ
. (2.29)
Thus Cp and Cc can be estimated in this way. As we know, C1 is comprised of two
parts, one is the capacitance of the split, while the other is the parasitic capacitance
due to the discontinuity of the structure. The discontinuity part (defined as Cg) is
estimated as the capacitance of gap between microstrip lines. The corresponding
formulas are given [63] below:











0.8675, 0.1 ≤ Dgap/W ≤ 0.5,
1.565






2.043(W/t)0.12, 0.1 ≤ Dgap/W ≤ 0.5,
1.97− 0.03W/t, 0.5 ≤ Dgap/W ≤ 1.
(2.31b)
(b) for 2.5 ≤ r ≤ 15
Cg(r) = 1.167Cg(9.6)(r/9.6)0.9, (2.32a)
where W denotes the effective width of the SRR, Dgap represents the gap distance
between two SRR rings and t stands for the distance of the SRR from ground.
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Based on the current distribution on the SRR, we have Lp2 = Lp1 = Lp/2. The
mutual inductance index is calculated using k2 = Sin/Sout, where Sin and Sout
denote areas of the inner and outer split rings. The real part results of effective
permittivity and permeability versus frequency are shown in Fig. 2.14, respectively.
In these figures, the solid curve is obtained by numerical simulation based on Quasi-
Static Lorentz (QSL) theory [59], and the dash line represents the results of the
present Transmission Line Theory (TLT) approach. From this comparison, a good
agreement is achieved.
2.2.3 Conclusion
The transmission line theory has been applied to characterize an array of split-
ring resonators in this paper, and the four constitutive parameters are extracted
theoretically. And the real parts of the permittivity and permeability are in a very
good agreement with the numerical results obtained by the Quasi-Static Lorentz
theory. In this process, we show clearly and explicitly that the high energy loss
for SRR comes from two parts: (1) Ohmic loss or the conductor loss; and (2) bi-
anisotropic effect or radiation loss. This could help to interpret some of the physical
phenomena clearly, and future low loss designs can use it as a reference.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we use a numerical method, the complex material theory (KDB
system) and the transmission line theory to analyze the traditional SRR structures,
and we find some reasons to explain the high energy loss of the SRR arrays. Actually
the result we got by using the transmission line theory conflicts with the previous
numerical works [19,59], which are mainly based on the Quasi-Static Lorentz theory.
The differences lie on the imaginary part of permittivity and permeability, also the
non-zero part of ζ and ξ. However, our results can better explain high loss behaviors
and radiation phenomena of the SRRs.
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(a) Comparison of the real part of the effective permittivities
(b) Comparison of the real part of the effective permeabilities
Figure 2.14: Comparison of the real parts of eff and µeff of the SRR-constructed
materials obtained from QSL theory based simulation and TLT approach.
Chapter 3
Design of DNM Structures
After having explored the traditional SRR structures, we already got a general view
of the Double Negative Materials. Based on the conclusions we have already drawn,
we can try to design some low-loss and broadband structures. In this chapter, I will
present a series of DNM structures, which bridge linked the SRR structures with
the transmission line models.
3.1 Structure 1: Broadside Coupled Strip line
Loaded with Split Ring Resonator
In this part, periodic structures of microstrip line loaded with split rings which can
support Left-handed wave are presented [61]. Their negative refractive characteristic
shown theoretically and numerically. Transmission line theory is applied to extract
the parameters of an inclusion theoretically. Then the full wave analysis of a unit
cell is carried out in HFSS, in which electric and magnetic dipoles are observed.
HFSS is used because its high capability to calculate complicated structures. A
prism is constructed using the unit cell, and the negative refraction phenomena is
shown. In addition, a negative refractive index Len is constructed and numerically
proved. Finally, we measured the energy loss of a slab made of this double negative
index structure by recording the S parameters in HFSS.
48
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3.1.1 Description of this DNM Structure
The proposed DNM periodic structure of open type is shown in Fig. 3.1 and its
unit cell is shown in Fig. 3.2. The unit cell is made up of 4-inclusions shown in
Fig. 3.3 by sweeping the inclusion around the via or the Z-axis. The inclusion
consists of a broadside coupled strip line with a via connected to the ground and a
split resonant ring. The broadside coupled strip line, the via and the ground line
form the outer ring, and it will have magnetic mutual coupling with the inner split
ring. The magnetic coupling is essential for the negative permeability, and this can
be seen in the following section.
Figure 3.1: Periodic DNM structure
3.1.2 Theory in Transmission Line Method
The equivalent circuit of an inclusion is shown in Fig. 3.4. The outer ring and the
inner ring account for the inductances L1Ax and Lp, respectively. L2 is due to the
via, and C2Ax is referred to as the capacitance between the broadside strip line and
the ground. Cp is because of the capacitance at the split of the inner ring. Here we
only deal with lossless case for simplicity.
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Figure 3.2: A unit cell of the structure shown in Fig. 3.1
(a) Side view of an inclusion; (b) Another view of the inclusion
Figure 3.3: An inclusion of the structure shown in Fig. 3.2
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Figure 3.4: Equivalent circuit model of an inclusion shown in Fig. 3.3
The telegrapher equations for the transmission line segment shown in Fig. 3.4
can easily be derived.































where ω1 = 1/
√
L2C1Ax and ωp = 1/
√
LpCp. Then using the relation between





















ζeff = 0, (3.6c)
ξeff = 0, (3.6d)
where k = M2LpL1Ax . Although our design and analysis are mainly based on the circuit
theory, this structure is essentially compatible with TEM ,TE and TM modes and
can be excited easily by waveguide or microstrip line.
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3.1.3 Numerical Analysis of a Unit Cell
To demonstrate the double negative property of this structure, we firstly analyze a
unit cell in HFSS (ANSOFT).
Figure 3.5: Dimensions of the inclusion
As shown in Fig. 3.6, we put a unit cell in a waveguide (20 mm ×19.9 mm ×10.5
mm). The sizes of the unit structure are: Ax = 9.9 mm, Hz = 10 mm, w = 0.8 mm,
s = 0.2 mm, dp = 0.4 mm, r = 0.2 mm, Lx = 9.2 mm, Ly = 0.4 mm, Lz = 9.6 mm,
and h = 0.1 mm (In this paper, all the structures will be formed by this-sized unit
cell 3.5). The boundary and excitation conditions are assumed as follows: PEC
for top and bottom walls, distance between them is 10 mm; PMC for right and left
walls, distance between them is 20 mm; TEM wave transport in Y -direction with
E in Z-direction; a PML at the end of the waveguide and all the elements of the
structures in this model are made of copper.
Then we analyze this model at three frequency points. The first one is 6.2 GHz,
which is in the paramagnetism region; the second one is 8.4 GHz, which is in the anti
magnetism and double negative material region; the third one is 9 GHz, which is in
the anti magnetism but positive µ region. In Fig. 3.7, the sketched magnetic dipoles
and electric field distribution are shown. At 6.2 GHz, the equivalent magnetic dipole
is in the same direction with the incident wave and it strength the field, so this is
in the positive effective permeability region. At 8.4 GHz, the equivalent magnetic
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Figure 3.6: A unit cell in waveguide
dipole and the E field near the body of the structure are in the opposite direction
with the incident wave and it changes the field distribution significantly. Although
only based on this phenomena we can not decide the sign of the permeability, we
can combine it with other results to determine the characteristic of this material, for
example the negative refraction phenomena as we will do in the following section.
As for the case of 9 GHz, although the equivalent magnetic dipole is in the opposite
direction of the incident wave, it does not change the whole field distribution as much
as in the case of 8.4 GHz. But these equivalent dipoles determine the properties of
this structure, and this makes another approach for design in general.
3.1.4 Negative Refraction Phenomenon
In order to further demonstrate the double negative index property of the proposed
structure, a prism is designed and put into a vacuum box (120 mm ×100 mm ×10.5
mm) as shown in Fig. 3.8. Here the vacuum box is used to define the simulation
region in HFSS, and it is excited by the TEM wave. Since we have known that
the unit cell of this structure has a strong anti magnetism property, we can further
explore this structure at 8.4 GHz. After the full-wave analysis, we saw a very good
negative refraction phenomenon as shown in Fig. 3.9, and the refraction angle is
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(a) H field distribution at 6.2 GHz and at phase 0◦; (b) H field distribution at 8.4 GHz
and at phase 0◦
(c) H field distribution at 9 GHz phase and at 0◦; (d)E field distribution at 8.4 GHz
phase and at 0◦
Figure 3.7: Field distributions in a unit cell structure at different frequencies, due
to the equivalent magnetic and electric dipoles.
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Figure 3.8: The prism in vacuum box, which is used to observe the negative phe-
nomena.
about −40◦. The red lines in Fig. 3.9 show the wave propagation direction after
refraction, and these lines are drawn based on the animation and the Poynting
vector given by HFSS.
3.1.5 Construction of the NRI Lens
A planar negative refraction index lens is constructed and also put in a waveguide
as shown in Fig. 3.10 (a), and two PMLs are set at the two ports of the waveguide.
Then a current is added on the copper cylinder as the incident source. The operating
frequency is chosen at 8.4 GHz, which has also been used in the previous work [64].
The dimensions of the waveguide are 100 mm ×140 mm ×10.5 mm. Simulation is
also done by using the HFSS, and the field distribution is shown in Fig. 3.10 (b).
As seen from the simulation results, the wave refocus after transporting through
the negative refraction index lens, which again demonstrates the double negative
index property of this structure at 8.4 GHz. The focus inside the lens can still be
observed, but it is not quite obvious. That’s because the width of the lens is not
large enough as compared to wavelength (due to the constriction of the hardware).
Therefore, the microstructure influence is too obvious, which prevents us to observe
the macroscopic parameters of the structure.
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(a) Phase 90◦; (b) Phase 125◦.
(c) Phase 145◦; (d) Phase 160◦.
Figure 3.9: Negative refraction in LHM or DNM prism made of our proposed struc-
ture. The red arrows indicate the wave propagate direction after refraction.
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(a) Planar distributed NRI lens
(b) E field distribution of the NRI lens at 8.4 GHz, phase 50◦ simulated by HFSS
Figure 3.10: Construction of NRI lens
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Table 3.1: The S-parameters of the structure shown in Fig. 3.11.
Frequency (GHz) 8.2 8.3 8.4
S21 (dB) -2 -1.5 -2
S11 (dB) -25 -13 -9
3.1.6 Loss discussion
Since in our simulations or future fabrication, the structure is made of copper but
perfect conductor, which will add imaginary parts into the effective parameters µeff
and eff in Equ. (3.6), so the energy loss is surly included. We designed a rectangular
slab using the unit cell and put it in a waveguide (100 mm ×100.8 mm ×10.5 mm),
shown in Fig. 3.11. S parameters are obtained to see the energy loss and the results
near the double negative index region are shown in Table I. These S parameters
indicate that at the double negative index region the energy loss of the structure
fed by waveguide is smaller as compared to that in the traditional SRR structure
whose S21 falls in −7 dB to −10 dB [62].
Figure 3.11: A DNM slab in waveguide with the thickness of 59.4 mm
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3.1.7 Conclusion
A periodic double negative material with a relatively low loss property has been
introduced and its negative refraction index property has been shown. Theoretical
parameter extraction of this structure is done using the transmission line theory,
and partially validated by numerically analyzing a unit cell excited by a plane wave.
This method can be used to confirm new designs from another point of view. Then
a periodically structured prism is constructed by using the unit cells. Negative
refraction phenomena are observed in HFSS. Also, the NRI lens is constructed and
the refocus point is shown, which further demonstrates the double negative index
characteristic of the proposed structure. Finally, a 59.4 mm thick slab is put in a
waveguide and S-parameters are recorded to explore the energy loss of this structure.
3.2 Structure 2: Spiral Inductor Loaded with Split
Ring Resonators
Single Resonant Frequency and Double Resonant Frequency structures which show
double negative material (DNM) properties were introduced [64, 65]. Transmission
line theory is firstly used to characterize the permeability and permittivity of these
structures. Then these structures are numerically analyzed in HFSS (Ansoft) using
a full wave method, which further proves the DNM properties of the new structures.
3.2.1 Single Resonant Frequency Structure (SRF)
Description and Analysis of SRF in Transmission Line Theory
As shown in Fig. 3.12(a), a SRF unit consists of a planar spiral inductor and a
metallic rod, which connects the inductor with the ground. Its equivalent transmis-
sion line model is shown in Fig. 3.12(b). L1 and C1 are resulted in because of the
spiral inductor [66] and they form the inductance resonant circuit. L2 denotes the
inductance of the metallic rod; C2Ax accounts for the inductance between the spiral
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(a) Unit structure of SRF; (b) Its equivalent transmission-line model.









where ω1 = 1/
√
L1C1 and ω2 = 1/
√
L2(C2Ax). Using the relation between the

















From our theory, we see the band shown double negative characteristic of this struc-
ture is from ω1 to ω2. A planar 2-D isotropic DNM of one-layer type can be formed
by extending this unit structure into an array shown in Fig. 3.13. This structure is
isotropic in two dimensions when the incident wavelength is large compared with the
unit cell size. Although this design is based on transmission line theory, it can be
excited easily by waveguide or microstrip line and compatible very well with TEM
and TE modes.
A two-layered structure can be implemented in a strip line style by mirroring
the structure in Fig. 3.13 with respect to the symmetrical spiral inductor plane. And
the resulted structure is shown in Fig. 3.14. The fundamental characteristic of this
two-layered structure are essentially the same as those of the one-layered structure.
Numerical Results
The dimensions of a unit structure are chosen as follows: S = 0.1 mm, W = 0.2
mm, Do = 6 mm, h1 = 0.02 mm and the thickness of the spiral inductor including
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Figure 3.13: General view of the one-layered SRF structure
(a) Unit cell of the two-layered SRF structure; (b) General view of the two-layered
SRF structure
Figure 3.14: Two-layered SRF structure
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the transmission line is 0.002 mm. The 2-D period of the unit cell is 10 × 10 mm2
and the definitions of the dimensional parameters are shown in Fig. 3.15. Firstly, we
check the negative permeability of the structure, so we only use the spiral inductor
to implement a 2-D isotropic array, which is put in a four-port waveguide as shown
in Fig. 3.16. It should be mentioned that there are two incident wave ports—-the
upper and the lower one, and the integration line of the upper port points at a
direction from the upper PEC plate of the waveguide to the middle spiral plane;
the integration line of the lower one points at a direction from the ground plate
of the waveguide to the middle spiral plane (by the same definitions of the output
ports). As in this way the spiral inductor can take effect on the field, or the fields
on the spiral inductor produced by the upper part and lower part of the waveguide
will compensate each other. We name the input ports: Port 1 and Port 2; and the
output ports: Port 3 and Port 4. Full wave simulation is carried out in HFSS and
the equivalent Seff21 parameter is calculated using: S
eff
21 = (S31+S32+S41+S42)/2.0.
As given in Fig. 3.17, and we can clearly see a stop band for Seff21 from about
1.7 to 3.8 GHz. Then we add the square metal rods into this structure to achieve
both negative permeability and permittivity. The simulation model for the design
is shown in Fig. 3.18. Here the square rod is of 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm × 1.5 mm. Now
this structure is a single resonant frequency left-handed material, this is validated
by simulation result given in Fig. 3.19. As the thin metallic rods have been proved
of their negative permittivity characteristic, the negative permeability characteristic
of the spiral inductors is thus indicated by these two simulation results of Seff21 .
(a) Top view of the SRF structure; (b) Side view of the SRF structure
Figure 3.15: Unit cell SRF structure and its dimensions
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(a) Reference directions of the ports
(b) General view of the SRF simulation model
Figure 3.16: Simulation structure which has a negative µ but a positive 
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Figure 3.17: The simulation amplitude of Seff21 parameter of the structure shown in
Fig. 3.16
Figure 3.18: Simulation structure constructed by SRFs
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Figure 3.19: The simulation amplitude of Seff21 parameter of the structure shown in
Fig. 3.18
3.2.2 Double Resonant Frequency Structure (DRF)
Description and Analysis of DRF in Transmission Line Theory
Based on the SRF structure, we add a split ring resonator as shown in Fig. 3.20
(a) between the spiral inductor and the ground in a way shown in Fig. 3.20 (b) to
implement the DRF structure.
A single element of the DRF consists of a split ring resonator (which is a rectan-
gular loop), a transmission line or circuit device (a circular spiral inductor in this
case) and a metallic cylinder. The equivalent transmission line model of the single
element is shown in Fig. 3.23. The split ring resonator inside the structure accounts
for the Lp and Cp. Also because it is inside the loop consisted by spiral inductor,
rod and the ground, so the split ring will have mutual coupling with the outer loop











where ωp = 1/
√
LpCp, and k1 = M21 /[Lp(L1Ax)] denotes the coupling index of the
spiral inductor and the ring resonator. At the same time, the equivalent capacitance
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(a) Split ring
(b) Unit cell of one-layered DRF structure
(c) Unit cell of two-layered DRF structure
Figure 3.20: DRF structures
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This time the bandwidth for negative values of µ can become more even compared
to that of SRF case, and Fig. 3.22 depicts the relations of µ and , which shows
negative values.
As we have done in the SRF case, a two-layered structure is implemented by
mirroring one layer DRF structure with respect to the symmetrical plane of the
spiral inductor plane. And the resulted structure is shown in Fig. 3.20 (c). The
fundamental characteristic of this two-layered structure are essentially the same as
those of the one-layered structure.
Numerical Results
By using the two-layered DRF unit cell we constructed a 2-D isotropic double neg-
ative material and designed the simulation model in waveguide shown in Fig. 3.23,
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Figure 3.22: Theoretical values of µ and  of the DRF structure
and we still use the four wave port waveguide model. The dimensions of the split
ring are: Lx = 9.6 mm, Ly = 0.2 mm, dp = 0.1 mm and the thickness of 0.1 mm.
For this model, the simulation result is given in Fig. 3.24. By comparing the results
of Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.24, we can see that the pass band due to the double nega-
tive parameters becomes wider, and the two resonant frequency points are roughly
located at 2.35 and 3.6 GHz, respectively.
3.2.3 Conclusion
We have proposed and characterized a series of new structures for realizing metamaterials–
SRF and DRF. The double negative properties of these structures are explored the-
oretically (by transmission line theory) and numerically (by full wave analysis in
HFSS). By comparing the Seff21 parameters in different cases, the double negative
characteristics of these structures are further proved. For the DRF structure, it has
multi-negative permeability bands and from the transmission line theory this DRF
structure can achieve a wider entire negative permeability band between the two
resonant frequency points.
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(a) The way we construct the DRF array
(b) General view of the DRF simulation model
Figure 3.23: Simulation structure which is implemented by DRFS
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Figure 3.24: The simulation amplitude of Seff21 parameter of the structure shown in
Fig. 3.23
3.3 Structure 3: Improved Spiral Inductor
This time, a new negative magnetic cell is presented, which has double resonant
frequency points and low loss characteristic at the negative permeability range [67].
We analyze this structure by using the transmission line model first, and then we
extract the effective permeability of its 3D infinite periodic array by applying a
numerical method based on the Quasi-Static Lorentz theory. By using this cell
structure, 3D isotropic low loss double negative materials can be constructed.
3.3.1 Description of the Double Resonant Frequency Struc-
ture
The double resonant frequency structure is presented in Fig. 3.25, which is con-
structed and internally loaded by a spiral inductor and a split ring. Then we an-
alyzed it by use of the transmission line model, and the equivalent circuit model
is shown in Fig. 3.26. The outer spiral inductor accounts for the parallel resonant
circuit which consists of L1 and C1, and the inner split ring accounts for the series
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resonant circuit which consists of Lp and Cp. C2Ax is the shunt capacitor of a unit,
and Cs denotes the capacitance between two unit structures. From this figure, we
can find that the outer spiral inductor provides one resonant frequency point, at the
same time the inner split ring provides another resonant frequency point.
Figure 3.25: An unit element of the double resonant frequency structure
Figure 3.26: Equivalent circuit model of the double resonant frequency structure
We also numerically evaluated the scattering cross section (SCS) of an unit
structure to find the resonant frequency, which is shown in Fig. 3.27. From this
figure, two resonant frequency points are observed to confirm ulteriorly the double
resonant characteristics.
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Figure 3.27: Scattering cross section (SCS) versus frequency for an unit structure
3.3.2 Numerical Extraction of the Permeability of the Dou-
ble Resonant Frequency Structure
The code is developed based on the Quasi-Static Lorentz Theory [59]. We treat
this structure as magnetic dipole and the magnetic polarization parameter is thus
calculated. In fact the second order approximation is made here, and the simulation
result of the permeability of this structure is shown in Fig. 3.28. We calculate it at
each 50 MHz frequency point.
From the simulation result, we can observe the imaginary part of the effective
permeability is extremely small at the first negative permeability region. If we
add metallic rods inside to provide the negative permittivity, we can form double
negative materials (DNM), which can have a low loss property compared to the
traditional SRR structures. Still this structure can easily form a 3-D isotropic DNM
by arranging this unit structure on a cube.
3.3.3 Conclusion
In this section, we present a new structure which has double negative permeability
regions. By using a numerical code based on the Quasi-Static Lorentz theory, the ef-
fective permeability is extracted and two negative permeability regions are observed.
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Figure 3.28: Numerical extraction of the permeability of the double resonant fre-
quency structure
In the first region, the imaginary part is very small. By adding metallic rods into
this double resonant frequency structure, we can form low loss DNM materials.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, three different of DNM structures are proposed, some have double
resonant frequency bands, and some have low loss properties. We can see from the
above analysis that for the separated structures like Structure 3, we can use the
numerical method to extract the µ and . However, for the structures which are
connected together, there is no way to extract these parameters. So we can only
analyze them by using indirect methods, including comparing the S parameters
or observing the special phenomena directly. In our work the negative refraction
phenomena, electric and magnetic dipoles, focus and refocus points are all observed.
Chapter 4
Applications of DNM
After doing all the previous analysis and design works, now it’s time to explore the
applications of the Double Negative Materials. Mainly in our work, we assume that
ideal DNM is available. Firstly, we apply DNM into the fabrication of cylinder-
shaped Perfect Lens. Then small-dimensional but zero cutoff frequency waveguides
and small sized patch antennas are designed by utilizing DNM’s phase compensator’s
characteristic.
4.1 Propagation Properties of EMWave in a Mul-
tilayered Cylinder with Double Negative Medium
and Double Positive Medium
In this section, a multilayered cylinder filled with double negative medium (DNM)
and double positive medium (DPM) is studied. General formulas of electromagnetic
fields in each region are deduced by the eigenfunction expansion method. The
expanded coefficients are determined by a recursive system, which is derived from
boundary conditions at the interfaces. The reflection by a cylinder with (−0,−µ0)
is quickly diminished with its electric size. For an infinite line source, the image
property is observed when the radius of the cylinder is far larger than the wavelength.
The distribution of electromagnetic fields are presented when a line source is placed
near a cylindrical shell of DNM. Numerical results confirm that the derived formulas
are suitable to analyze the multilayered cylindrical structure with DNM and DPM.
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4.1.1 Formulations
Consider an N -layered cylinder of medium which is infinitely long. In every layer,
a homogeneous medium is filled in. An incident wave is assumed to illuminate in
the first layer at an arbitrary angle. In the following analysis the time dependance,
e−jωt, is suppressed. The permittivity and permeability of medium in the region f
(f = 2, · · ·N − 1) are denoted as follows:
f = u | f |, (4.1a)






In the cylindrical coordinates system, the vector wave functions are given in [68],
and rewritten them as follows:




B(p)n (kρρ) ρ̂− B′(p)n (kρρ)
]
ejnφejkzz, (4.2a)








n (kρρ) φ̂+ k2ρB(p)n (kρρ) ẑ
]
.(4.2b)
in which, B(p)n (kρρ) represents the cylindrical Bessel functions of order n, the su-
perscript p equals 1 or 3 representing the Bessel function of the first kind and the
cylindrical Hankel function of the first kind, k2 = k2ρ + k2z . If the electromagnetic
waves are normally incident on the surface, the vector wave functions can be sim-
plified as:









N (p)n (k) = ẑB(p)n (kρ) ejnφ. (4.3b)
By using eigenfunction expansion method, the electric and magnetic fields in














anfM (3)n (kzf) + bnfN (3)n (kzf) + a′nfM (1)n (kzf) + b′nfN (1)n (kzf)
}
(4.4b)
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For the outer-most region 1 and inner-most region N , the electromagnetic fields
can be expanded as:




an1N (3)n (kz1) + bn1M (3)n (kz1)
}
, (4.5a)
H1 = H i +Hs





















a′nNM (1)n (kzN) + b′nNN (1)n (kzN)
}
. (4.6b)
For the electromagnetic fields in all the regions, we have the same longitudinal wave
number kz due to phase matching condition, whereas the radial wave numbers kρf
are discontinuous.
In above formulas, the expanding coefficients anf , bnf , a′nfandb′nf can be deter-
mined by enforcing the boundary conditions of the tangential electric and magnetic












A recursive system for the coefficients can be finally obtained [68]:
Cf+1 = T fCf (4.8)
where the transmission matrix in the eigen-expansion domain is given by:
T f = F−1f+1F f (4.9)
and the parameter matrices F f and F f+1 are derived from the boundary conditions.
Employing the coefficients in the first region and the Nth region, the scattering
coefficients, an1 and bn1, can be derived. With the known an1, bn1, a′n1, and b′n1,
the coefficients anf , bnf , a′nf , and b′nf for the region f can be determined by the
recursive relationship equation (4.8). Hence, the total electric and magnetic fields
in any region can be found.
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Case I: TE and TM Waves to ẑ
The incident waves of TE and TM modes, which are expanded in terms ofMn and












(2− δn0) jnM (1)n (kz) e−jnφ0; (4.10b)






(2− δn0) jnM (1)n (kz) e−jnφ0, (4.11a)





(2− δn0) jnN (1)n (kz) e−jnφ0; (4.11b)
where δmn =
{
1, m = n;
0, m 6= n.
, the vector wave functions M and N are denoted by
equations (4.2a) and (4.2b).
Thus, a′n1 and b′n1 are represented by






















































where ρ = rf .
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Case II: An Infinite Line Source
For an infinite line source placed at (ρ0, φ0), the incident electromagnetic wave can
be expressed by





(2− δn0)H(1)n (kρ0)N (1)n (k) e−jnφ0, (4.14a)




(2− δn0)H(1)n (kρ0)M (1)n (k) e−jnφ0, (4.14b)
where, the vector wave functions M and N are denoted by equations (4.3a) and
(4.3b).
Then, a′n1 and b′n1 are represented by
a′n1 = − (2− δn0)
k20I
4ω0
H(1)n (k0ρ0) e−jnφ0, (4.15a)
b′n1 = 0, (4.15b)

















0 − kfjωu|µf |H
(1)







where ρ = rf .
4.1.2 Numerical Results
To verify the correctness of the formulations deduced above, we firstly calculate the
far-field scattering pattern of a circular cylindrical shell with DPM under the TE
and TM waves, and the parallel line source radiation, respectively. The circular
shell has an inner radius 0.25λ, and outer radius 0.3λ, relative permittivity εr = 4.0,
and relative permeability µr = 1.0. The plane waves are assumed to be at normal
incidence. The line source is placed at a distance ρ0 = 0.5λ from the center of the
shell, and an observation angle of 0 degree. The far-field scattering pattern can be
obtained by the asymptotic form of large-argument Hankel function. The results
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Figure 4.1: Far-field scattering pattern of a circular cylindrical shell with DPM
under TE- and TM-wave incidence.
are shown in Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.2. For the reference the integral-equation solutions,
which come from [69, 70], are also given. An excellent agreement is observed in the
comparison.
Subsequently, we utilize these formulas to calculate EM fields in the multilayered
cylinder filled with DNM and DPM. In order to better illustrate the usability of these
general formulas, the permittivity and permeability of a double negative medium
are both specialized by −0 and −µ0 in the following computations. The cylindrical
interfaces are all circled by black curves in the figures. The normalized scattering
cross section σ/λ of a dielectric cylinder under the TM wave incidence is calculated,
which has the relative permittivity and permeability of r = −1.0 and µr = −1.0,
respectively. Curves for different radii of cylinders are plotted in Fig. 4.3. It is
obvious that the reflection by the cylinder is diminished with the increscence of the
radius. This result agrees with that of Reference [71], in which the reflection is zero
when the slab has r = −1.0 and µr = −1.0.
Next, a line source and a cylinder with (−0,−µ0) are considered. The different
radii r are set. The source is placed at ρ1 = 2.3λ, and φ0 = 0, where ρ1 is the distance
from the surface of the cylinder. The amplitudes of the time-averaged Poynting
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Figure 4.2: Scattering pattern of a circular cylindrical shell with DPM in the pres-
ence of a nearby parallel line source.
power, which are defined by 〈S〉 = 12Re (E ×H
∗), are shown in Fig. 4.4-Fig. 4.6.
From these figures, we observe that a facula is formed inside the cylinder, and it
is due to the cylinder with (−0,−µ0) which is not a focusing system. However, a
phenomenon of focus can be obtained when r  λ (such as in Fig. 4.6).
Those phenomena above are a little tricky, and we can explain them as follows.
Firstly, we use conformal mapping:
z′ = ln z (4.17)
which maps a cylinder to a slab. This transformation preserves the solutions of
Laplace’s equation, but it is only a valid description of static field [72]. Therefore,
we need to use the theory in [73]. According to that theory, if we keep the wave
transport properties unchanged after conformal mapping, we have to adjust µ and
 accordingly. Then after detailed calculation, the permittivities and permeabilities
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Figure 4.3: Normalized scattering cross section of a cylinder with r = −1.0 and

















































Here we can see that after conformal mapping, the slab and the vacuum actually
become anisotropic r-dependent materials. So, the DNM slab is no longer a perfect
lens, and the reflections and facula is quite understandable.
Finally, the real parts of field components, Hρ, Hφ and Ez for a cylindrical shell
are shown in Fig. 4.7-Fig. 4.9. In this case, a line source is placed at ρ0 = 9.5λ,
and φ0 = 0, the outer radius of the cylindrical shell is r1 = 8λ, the inner radius
is r2 = 5λ, and the medium filled is still (−0,−µ0). As we expect, the tangential
components Hφ and Ez are equal at the interfaces of the cylindrical shell. While the
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Figure 4.4: The amplitude of the time-averaged Poynting power for a cylinder with
(−0,−µ0) and r = 2.5λ.
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Figure 4.5: The amplitude of the time-averaged Poynting power for a cylinder with
(−0,−µ0) and r = 8.5λ.
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Figure 4.6: The amplitude of the time-averaged Poynting power for a cylinder with
(−0,−µ0) and r = 150λ.
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normal component Hρ is not, which satisfies the continuity of normal component of
magnetic flux density B across the interfaces.
Figure 4.7: The real part of Hρ propagating through a cylindrical shell with
(−0,−µ0).
4.1.3 Conclusion
In this section, we applied the eigenfunction expansion method to generally express
the fields in a multileveled cylinder filled with double negative medium and double
positive medium. The expanding coefficients are determined by enforcing the tan-
gential electric and magnetic fields continuous across the interfaces. By applying the
asymptotic form of large-argument Hankel function, the far-field scattering patterns
for a cylinder with (−0,−µ0) and different radii are obtained. The results show
that the reflection is minished with the increasing radius. Moreover, the imaging
of a line source by a cylinder with (−0,−µ0) is observed when the radius r  λ.
Finally, field components for a cylindrical shell with (−0,−µ0) are calculated. The
normal component is found to be discontinuous at the boundaries, and the tangential
components are not.
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Figure 4.8: The real part of Hφ propagating through a cylindrical shell with
(−0,−µ0).
Figure 4.9: The real part of Ez propagating through a cylindrical shell with
(−0,−µ0).
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4.2 Left-HandedMaterial Effects onWavesModes
and Resonant Frequencies: Filled Waveguide
Structures and Substrate-Loaded Patch An-
tennas
In this work, we apply the Double Negative Material in some basic applications,
including waveguide, rectangular patch antenna and disc patch antenna [74]. By
theoretical analysis we find that the sizes of these systems can be greatly reduced
by using multi-block (which may include both double positive and double negative
material) dielectric materials. In addition, the sizes of patch antennas are no longer
proportional to the working frequency but roughly to the ratio of the thicknesses
of dielectric slabs. Some new modes in both waveguide and patch antennas are
found, and by working at the new modes the bandwidth of the patch antenna can
be dramatically increased.
4.2.1 Applications of DNM in Waveguide
Rectangular Waveguide Loaded with Two Slabs
Figure 4.10: Cross section of the partially loaded waveguide with two slabs.
As shown in Fig. 4.10, we put two lossless layers of dielectric material inside the
waveguide. The parameters of the slab are (µ1, 1) and (µ2, 2) respectively, and
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both can be positive or negative. Firstly, we consider the TE modes in it. Using
the field distribution and boundary conditions between regions 1 and 2, we obtain
µ1kx1
k2c1
H1 sin kx1d1e−jβ1z +
µ2kx2
k2c2
H2 sin kx2d2e−jβ2z = 0 (4.19)
H1 cos kx1d1e−jβ1z −H2 cos kx2d2e−jβ2z = 0 (4.20)
µ11 = µ22 (4.21)
where, kx1, kx2, β1, and β2 are the propagation constants in x- and z-directions in
each region. kc1 and kc2 are the tranverse propagation constants in each region. To
have nontrivial solution, we have β1 = β2 and the determinant in Eqn. (4.21) must
vanish, i.e.,
µ1kx1 tan kx1d1 + µ2kx2 tan kx2d2 = 0. (4.22)
From this constitutive equation, we can see if we assume that µ1 and 1 are positive;
µ2 and 2 are both negative, then the wave can still propagate when kx is very
small. By having this characteristic, the cutoff frequency for main mode can be
reduced if only kx < pi/b. Now let us firstly study how the cutoff frequencies
depend on the layers’ parameters. We fix the thickness of the two layers and see
the dependence of the cutoff frequencies on the ratio of |µ1/µ2|. The results are
shown in Fig. 4.11. From the figure we can see that for an increase of the |µ1/µ2|
there are two cleaves of the cutoff frequencies and then three regions for the TEm0
modes. Both cleaves are due to the characteristic of the constitutive equation,
but the second one has more meanings, since the cutoff frequency for the TE10
mode is approaching zero (we will call it Zero Cutoff Point in this paper). This is
quite useful for very low-frequency or small-sized equipments, and this phenomena
is due to tangent approximation of the constitutive relation. If kx1, d1 and d2
are small enough so that the tangent approximation can be carried out, thus the
constitutive relation becomes: d1/d2 = |µ2|/|µ1|. Specially for the present case,
when d1/d2 = |µ2|/|µ1| = 1/2.4 for instance, the cutoff frequency for main mode–
TE10 is zero.
Then roughly based on these three regions, we consider the dependence of cutoff
frequencies on the thickness of the two layers. Here we set the thicknesses of the
first layer d1 = 1 cm, and change the thickness of the second layer. When |µ1/µ2| =
0.03, 1.5,and 3 are assumed respectively, and the results are shown in Fig. 4.12. In
each case, the relation between cutoff frequency and d2/d1 is quite complex; but
near the Zero Cutoff Point, this relation is relatively simple and fixed.
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Figure 4.11: Cutoff frequency versus the ratio of |µ1/µ2| calculated for fixed layer
thicknesses: d1 = 1 cm, and d2 = 2.4 cm. Still the first layer is normal material
while the second layer is made of DNM. The permittivities of these two layers are
chosen so that µ11 = µ22.
From the above calculation we notice that β1 = β2. However, as we know in
DNM slab, the phase velocity and the group velocity are in opposite directions, which
means the energy flow directions in these two layers are different. And waveguide is
an equipment to transport energy, so let us look into the following energy transported




H22 (d1 sin 2kxd2 − d2 sin 2kxd1) . (4.23)
Here we can see that the energy can flow or does not transport at all. Actually
in the case of no energy transport is a macroscopic effect. The energy is in fact
transporting forward in the normal slab and coming back from the DNM slab.
The same process applies for the TM mode; with the same assumption, we
obtain
1kx1 tan kx1d1 + 2kx2 tan kx2d2 = 0 (4.24)
when kx1, d1 and d2 are so small that tangent approximation can be carried out,
i.e., d1/d2 = |2|/|1|
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(a) Cutoff frequency versus d2/d1 when µ1/µ2 = 0.03.
(b) Cutoff frequency versus d2/d1 when µ1/µ2 = 1.5.
(c) Cutoff frequency versus d2/d1 when µ1/µ2 = 3.
Figure 4.12: Cutoff frequency versus d2/d1 calculated for fixed ratio of µ1/µ2. Still
the first layer is normal material while the second layer is made of DNM. The
permittivity of these two layers are chosen so that µ11 = µ22.
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Rectangular Waveguide Loaded with Four Slabs
Based on the above discussion, we can also put four slabs inside the waveguide as
shown in Fig. 4.13. In this case, the constitutive relation for TE modes becomes

















When kx, d1, d2 and ky, h1, h2 are small enough for tangent approximation, in other






























From the above constitutive relations, we know that TE10, TE01, TE11, TM10, TM01,
and TM11 modes are all dominant modes at the Zero Cutoff Point.
Circular Waveguide Loaded with DNM







; β1 = β2; (4.28)
Jn(kcb)2 [J ′n(kcb)Y ′n(kca)− J ′n(kca)Y ′n(kcb)]
= J ′n(kcb)1 [Jn(kcb)Y ′n(kca)− J ′n(kca)Yn(kcb)] . (4.29)
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Figure 4.14: Cross section of partially loaded circular waveguide.
First, let us discuss the dependence of cutoff frequency on the thickness of the layers.
We set radius of the waveguide a = 2 cm, and change the value of b. Calculated
results are shown in Fig. 4.15. Also, we assume the first layer is the normal material
and the second layer is DNM. It indicates that the main mode changes when b
increases, and there is a region where the cutoff frequencies of TE01 and TE11 are
infinite. In other words, they do not exist in that region. On the other hand, there
is a point for each mode where the cutoff frequency approaches zero. These points
can be calculated by using the small argument approximation of Bessel function.
And for n = 0, and when ω, a and b are such chosen that the small-argument




a2 − b2 . (4.30)
Then we consider the dependence of cutoff frequencies on the ratio of |2/1|.
Also we firstly set a = 2 cm and 1 = 1, and we discuss three cases: b = 0.5, 1, 1.5
cm, respectively. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 4.16, and the relations
are quite complex, but the Zero Cutoff Points are there for each case and easy to be







; β1 = β2; (4.31)
Jn(kcb)µ2 [J ′n(kcb)Y ′n(kca)− J ′n(kca)Y ′n(kcb)]
= J ′n(kcb)µ1 [Jn(kcb)Y ′n(kca)− J ′n(kca)Yn(kcb)] . (4.32)
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Figure 4.15: Cutoff frequency versus b calculated for fixed permittivities of the two
layers: 1 = 1 , 2 = −1.5. Still the first layer is normal material while the second
layer is made of DNM. The permmeability of these two layers are chosen so that
µ11 = µ22.
4.2.2 Application in Rectangular Patch Antenna
First, let’s consider the rectangular patch antenna as shown in Fig. 4.17. In this
case, we use four pieces of dielectric material to form the substrate. As we know
when d is electrically very small, we can assume there are PMC around the sidewall
of the patch. Still by using the field distribution and boundary conditions between
dielectric and dielectric we have
E1 cos kx1d1 cos ky1y = E2 cos kx2d2 cos ky2y, (4.33a)
kx1
µ1
E1 sin kx1d1 cos ky1y +
kx2
µ2
E2 sin kx2d2 cos ky2y = 0, (4.33b)
E3 cos kx3d1 cos ky3y = E4 cos kx4d2 cos ky4y, (4.33c)
kx3
µ3
E3 sin kx3d1 cos ky3y +
kx4
µ4
E4 sin kx4d2 cos ky4y = 0, (4.33d)
E1 cos kx1x cos ky1h1 = E3 cos kx3x cos ky3h2, (4.33e)
ky1
µ1
E1 cos kx1x sin ky1h1 +
kx3
µ3
E3 cos kx3x sin ky3h2 = 0, (4.33f)
E2 cos kx2x cos ky2h1 = E4 cos kx4x cos ky4h2, (4.33g)
ky2
µ2
E2 cos kx2x sin ky2h1 +
kx4
µ4
E4 cos kx4x sin ky4h2 = 0. (4.33h)
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(a) Cutoff frequency versus |2| when b = 0.5.
(b) Cutoff frequency versus |2| when b = 1.
(c) Cutoff frequency versus |2| when b = 1.5.
Figure 4.16: Cutoff frequency versus |2| calculated for fixed radius of the waveguide
a = 2 cm. Still the first layer is normal material while the second layer is made of
DNM. The permittivity of these two layers are chosen so that µ11 = µ22.
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Figure 4.17: Partially loaded rectangular patch antenna.
In this case, we set µ1, 1, µ4, 4 positive and µ2, 2, µ3, 3 negative. Then we notice
a special mode exists in which ky1 = ky2, ky3 = ky4 and kx1 = kx3, kx2 = kx4. Thus
























tan ky4h2 = 0. (4.35)
If we further assume that ω, d1, d2, h1 and h2 are such chosen that a small-argument




















This constitutive relationship implies that at a certain frequency we do not need to
choose size of the patch constrained by a = 12f√µ . Instead conceptually, we can have
a very small sized patch if only the substrate satisfies the above relation. Again, we
see that the working frequency is no longer related to the size of the patch, which
indicates that the bandwidth can be greatly broadened.
4.2.3 Application in Disc Antenna
In the case of designing a disc antenna we can still apply the DNM to reduce its
size. As shown in Fig. 4.18, we use a two-layered substrate. By using boundary
conditions and to have nontrivial field, we can obtain
Jn(k1b)k2µ1 [J ′n(k2b)Y ′n(k2a)− J ′n(k2a)Y ′n(k2b)]
= J ′n(k1b)k1µ2 [Jn(k2b)Y ′n(k2a)− J ′n(k2a)Yn(k2b)] . (4.37)





Figure 4.18: Top view of the partially loaded disc patch antenna.
For n = 0, |k1| = |k2| = k and when ω, a and b are such chosen that a small-
argument approximation of Bessel functions can be used, the constitutive relation
for disc patches then becomes
−µ1µ2
=
ab+ k2/2a2b2 log γkb2
a2 − b2 , (4.38)
where γ is the Euler’s constant and it equals to 1.781.
Fig. 4.19 shows us the relations of traditional one-layered disc antenna and our
new two-layered disc antenna. Here, we assume µ11 = µ22 = µ00 and traditional
disc antenna is working at the dominant mode TM11.
From Fig. 4.19 we can also see that for the n = 0 mode not only the size of the
new two-layer disc is reduced greatly but also the bandwidth is broadened largely.
4.2.4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented some ideas to reduce the sizes of waveguides and
patch antennas by utilizing the double negative material. Some unusual modes are
found inside both waveguides and patch antennas. Our analysis shows that when
using DNM and multi-block substrate structure, the solutions for patch antennas,
generally, depend on the ratios of the thicknesses of the substrate layers. In other
words, antennas can still resonate while the sizes of patch are theoretically very
small. At the same time, the result also indicates the bandwidth can be increased
by using this DNM material.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of the size of traditional disc antenna and new two-layer
disc antenna, both are excited by the dominant mode.
4.3 Summary
Since the perfect lens concept was brought up in year 2000 by Pendry [27], many
applications of DNM are explored. However, there are two kinds of them: the first
one assumes the ideal DNM is already available, then apply it into applications.
But to have an ideal DNM is still a long way. The second one applys the current
structures into applications, for example, in antenna design [75–77]. Both ways give
us more confidence to develope this material, no matter how much effort we need
to pay.
Chapter 5
Thesis Review, Discussions and
Future Work
5.1 Thesis Review and Discussions
The essence of this thesis is divided into three chapters; and each chapter deals
with different aspects of the DNM, namely, analysis of the SRR structures, design
of DNM structures and applications of DNM.
In our analysis work of the SRR structures we firstly numerically analyzed a
SRR prism array and field distributions are observed. Then by using the form of
the parameters gained through the Quasi-Static Lorentz theory, energy loss was
discussed. At the same time, we find a theoretical approach for extracting the
parameters (µ, , ζ and ξ) of the SRR structures. In this process, we are able to
calculate the radiation loss and explain the reason from the angle of transmission
line theory.
For the part of the design work, we try to bridelink the transmission line models
with the SRR models. Firstly, we want to utilize the advantages of all the models
together and come up with some low loss, broad bandwidth structures. Also, we
want to make the transmission line alike structures more like materials and much
easier for them to be fabricated.
The last part of this work deals with some applications of the DNM. Although
there is still a long way before more practical applications of the high-performance
DNM can be used, it will build our solid confidence to carry on the design work and
also lead us a better direction for the future work.
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5.2 Future Work
“When you have just finished a work or come up with some new designs, you may
be very excited, and think you did something brilliant. But after a time, when you
look back, you will find it is not as good as what you thought. The problems and
drawbacks comes up.” Maybe that’s what they called growing up in this research
area.
Further improving of the existing designs in this thesis is a mandatory job.
Firstly, the structures can be designed with thickless metals to save memory during
simulation. Also, each material microscopic element of the DNM is better made in
smaller scale or even in the nano scale.
Meantime a better and accurate approach for analyzing the models is necessary.
Because so far, the existing methods are not convenient and fast. Most meth-
ods cannot be used to extract the parameters directly, they can determine only
roughly the characteristics of the models, which makes the design process harder
and non-systematic. Actually there is a way to extract parameters, but it has many
constrictions and not accurate enough, which we found in the process of design.
If possible, experiments should be done, since that’s a quite important step
for the whole research works process. If the material is fabricated, many further
research can be carried out, applications of metamaterials to antenna designs, for
example.
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